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Amazon Integrated Search

• Users can see Amazon products in the same 
search results as catalog products. This 
allows users to easily compare both prices 
and available products.

• Stay compliant: Catalogs cannot cover all the 
items needed by employees, products 
covered by Amazon Business allow users to 
use Basware Procurement and the approval 
processes for one-time needs.

• Less maverick buying: One-time spend can 
be more efficiently handled with a better, 
wider coverage of products

View Amazon products along with catalog products

Enhanced spend visibility with 
Amazon Integrated Search

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Simplify the buying experience at work with Basware Procurement and Amazon Business. At home, users are used to buyinh items from Amazon with just a few clicks. Now you can do the same for business buying while staying compliant. Customers who have an Amazon Business account can subscribe to Amazon integrated search in Marketplace. When a user searches for products, they can see items from both product catalogs and items from Amazon Business in the search results.This means that the users can view items from Amazon, which is technically an external webshop, in the same search results as catalog products and customers can compare the prices, the available products while supporting the organization's compliance and cost-saving goals. Catalogs cannot cover all the items needed by employees to do their jobs, especially for one-time needs. Having visibility to products covered by Amazon Business in the same search with catalog products allows users to use Basware Procurement and the approval processes also for the one-time needs. So one-time and ad-hoc purchasing can be more efficiently handled with a better, wider coverage of products. Which would mean there’s potential for less maverick buying and more visibility. 
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Demo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
”Feel free to comment or ask questions during the demo”
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5 Features You Should 
Enable in Basware 
Purchase Today!
Check out the blog

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We quite often talk about the upcoming features and the roadmap in these kinds of meetings, but this time we wanted to make sure that you are aware of and are utilizing the capabilities that already exist in the product so that you can simplify the experience or have more control and visibility. We have also published a blog post about these 5 features, please visit the Basware innovations blog.

https://customer.basware.com/en/unlock-basware-purchase-today
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Integrated Shopping Experience

• Integrated shopping experience 
streamlines the end-user shopping 
process by providing a unified starting 
point.

• This allows users to discover free-text 
forms, catalog products, and punchouts
all in one search, resulting in a more 
seamless experience with fewer clicks.

Contact your Customer Success Manager today to begin planning your transition.

1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With Integrated shopping experience, we are streamlining the end user’s shopping process. Users can find a unified starting point for all their shopping needs, be it free-text forms, catalog products or punchouts – they can all be found in the same search. Integrated shopping experience also reduces the number of clicks for the user.Express checkout can also be enabled to allow faster purchasing of single items. As part of this Integrated shopping experience, users also get an enhanced summary page for the checkout process.
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Budgets

• Budgets in Basware Purchase allow you to monitor 
and control your procurement spending effectively.

• Purchase requisition lines are mapped to budgets 
based on coding rules. You can enforce budget 
limits by preventing users from sending purchase 
requisitions for approval when the budget is 
exceeded or by issuing warnings.

Request activation via the Basware support portal

2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Budgets allow you to both monitor and control your spend effectively. Let’s take a use case example: You are starting an office renovation and furnishing project with multiple buyers and multiple suppliers. You want to set a total budget for the project and follow cost accumulation to ensure the budget for the project is not exceeded. All requisitions and orders that contain the project code can be automatically connected to a budget. It is also possible to enforce a budget check: If the budget is exceeded, the requisition cannot be sent for approval.

https://basware.service-now.com/bw?id=bw_csm_index
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Contract spend

• Get increased visibility into your contract spend by tracking your purchase 
orders, spend plans, and invoices. 

• Contract spend can be viewed in Purchase Professional tools. 
• It can also be exported to Excel for straightforward reporting or to external 

systems via Open API. 
• Customize the spend collection for each individual contract to meet your 

specific needs.

Request activation via the Basware support portal

3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another way of getting more visibility to your spend is the contract spend functionality. With contract spend, you can track spend related to a contract from purchase orders, spend plans and invoices. You either view the spend on the UI or export it to Excel or to export it to external systems.

https://basware.service-now.com/bw?id=bw_csm_index
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Quick Source

• Quick Source is a powerful quoting tool for 
buyers, particularly useful for handling 
tactical requests for quotations. It’s ideal for 
highly configurable products or items subject 
to price volatility.

• Quick Source not only helps you get the best 
price but also enhances transparency in 
supplier selection. 

• It offers three quoting options: framework 
agreement, price on request, and standard.

Request activation via the Basware support portal

4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next feature is Quick Source, which is a powerful quoting tool for buyers. It is particularly useful for handling tactical requests for quotations. It’s ideal for highly configurable products or items subject to price volatility.Let’s take a use case example on using price on request. You have a logistic supplier, who does not provide a fixed price for their services, because the price for individual services varies depending on the weight and destination of the transportation. In the case where the price of the service is volatile and your transportation destination varies, you can use price on request to get a quote from the logistic supplier for your specific request.

https://basware.service-now.com/bw?id=bw_csm_index
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Adjustable timing for goods receipt notifications

• If daily task summary notifications are enabled, users may receive daily 
reminders for completing the goods receipt task after sending a purchase order 
to the supplier. These reminders can become unnecessary (and annoying) if 
goods are delivered significantly later.

• Avoid these unnecessary email reminders by configuring delays in goods 
receipt notifications. You can base these delays on confirmed or desired 
delivery dates or specify a delay in days after the order has been sent.

Request activation via the Basware support portal

5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you have set up daily task summary notifications for users, users may be receiving daily reminders for completing the goods receipt task after sending a purchase order to the supplier. These reminders can become unnecessary - and annoying - particularly if goods are delivered significantly later.��Avoid these too early email reminders by configuring delays in goods receipt notifications. You can either base the delay on confirmed or desired delivery dates or you can specify a delay in days after the order has been sent. 

https://basware.service-now.com/bw?id=bw_csm_index
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Procurement roadmap

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, let’s also take a quick look at the roadmap. We would like to leave some time for discussion, so maybe we’ll just take a look at some highlights and leave this slide visible for discussion



Available Now 23-Q4 24-H1 ExploringIn Development

<

More opportunities for 
supplier collaboration *
Amazon Integrated search –
supplier’s webshop items 
visible in product search 
along with catalog products
Flexible purchase order 
sending to cXML suppliers 

Multiple line field updates
Copy one or more fields from 
a line to multiple or all lines

Enhancement to coding split
Allowing splitting coding of a 
line by amount

User’s default address
User can set their default 
delivery and invoicing 
addresses in user settings

More opportunities for 
supplier collaboration
Integrated search support for 
OCI punchouts

Versatile purchase order 
approval process
Purchase order row-level 
approval allows to send the 
purchase orders for approval 
with the same coding rules as 
purchase requisition approval.

Budget visibility
Easier tracking of budget 
spend statuses for budget 
owners in budget 
management list

Amazon Business Punch-In
Checkout and order items from 
Amazon Business without first 
navigating from Basware 
Procurement

Buyer-managed bundles
Allowing product bundles to 
contain items from different 
suppliers

Approval workflow 
enhancements for purchase 
orders
Approval retriggering and 
multiple processes and 
activities

More control over procurement 
Goods receiving for blanket 
orders

Self-service opportunities for 
buyers
Buyers can set up suppliers’ 
webshops in Marketplace

Multiple shopping baskets
Allows multiple baskets for 
different purposes or currencies. 

Approval  workflow 
enhancements for purchase 
requisitions
More criteria for approval re-
triggering
Header-level approval with the 
ability to send the document to 
multiple approvers simultaneously

Budget enhancements

Allowing the budget owner to 
view budget status of individual 
budgets and export budget list to 
Excel

Compliance audit report
Enhanced security by 
getting information which users 
have accessed invoice data.

Tools for power users
Efficient and configurable task 
lists

Procurement 

Procurement – Roadmap

All content on the roadmap is subject to changes.

Agility to Procurement process

* Early release

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Available now section: Amazon Integrated search – which we have already discussed todaycXML order sending, which is related also to Amazon Business, since Amazon requires that orders to Amazon are sent as cXML orders. The flexible cXML order sending is currently in piloting phase.During Q4 and first half of the 2024 there are quite a few enhancements to approval workflows. For instance, Purchase has so far not supported header-level approval for purchase requisitions, and it has not been possible to send the purchase requisition for approval for multiple approvers simultaneously. We are also planning to add the possibility to have multiple shopping baskets. This can for example be useful if you are a user who is shopping on behalf of other users. You would have the possibility to collect items to different baskets for user A and user B.We are starting to introduce the Tools for power users to Purchase, starting from task list views.We are also exploring the so-called Amazon punch-in functionality, which means that users would start they purchasing journey from Amazon.We are also looking into allowing buyers to create product bundles. Currently, only suppliers can create bundles. But if buyers can create them, this would make it for example possible for a buyer to create a new employee bundle that contains a laptop, mouse, headphones and a phone and the products in the bundle could be from different suppliers.
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Thank you
Urmil Mehta, urmil.mehta@basware.com

Taija Björklund, taija.bjorklund@basware.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for participating in this session. We would love to hear feedback from you, please reach out to us viaServiceNow > you can create an enhancement request in 
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